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The Open Grid Computing Environments (OGCE) project develops components and services that enable 
science gateways to be built out of reusable parts.  The OGCE approach is to generalize and package 
software components from large-scale production gateways (such as LEAD and the TeraGrid User Portal) 
and make them available to the gateway developer community.  Current major collaborators include the 
GridChem project (computational chemistry), UltraScan (biophysics), and the MyOSG information portal.  
 
Software Components: The OGCE’s major software components are listed below: 

• OGCE Portal: this is a portlet component-based portal that provides a simple out-of-the-box 
science gateway with basic Grid functionality (Web clients to Globus GRAM, GridFTP, MyProxy, 
GPIR, and Condor).  We also develop libraries (the Java CoG Kit and the higher level GTLAB 
wrappers) that support our component development.  

• The OGCE Workflow Suite: this consists of both services and client components that are derived 
from the LEAD workflow tools. These include the XBaya workflow composer and engine, the 
GFAC application wrapping service, and the XRegistry registry service.  We contribute code to 
and collaborate closely with the Apache ODE project to provide a standard workflow execution 
engine.  Finally, we are developing a light-weight messenger service for exchanging messages 
and state changes in running workflows.  

• Open Social Gadgets and Containers:  We are developing Google gadgets and containers as the 
successor to portlet-based components.   We have engineered all of our current portlet interfaces 
to also seamlessly work as both gadgets and standalone applications.  The OGCE Gadget 
Container provides user management and layout services for Apache Shindig, an open source 
implementation of the Open Social API.  Our container supports OpenID and OAuth security.  

• OGCE Axis Services: These are packaged, Apache Axis 2-based Web services that provide Grid 
information.  Packaged services include the Grid Portal Information Repository, the Resource 
Discovery Service (RDS), and the Resource Prediction Service (RPS).  RDS provides up-to-date 
information on machine status, and RPS estimates optimal resources for particular applications.  

• Cyberaide JavaScript Libraries: these libraries can be used to build JavaScript clients to the Grid 
and other services.  These can be used to develop rich Web clients, mash-ups, and grid gadgets.  

Developers can use all of these, or they can pick and choose desired tools. All code is open source and 
available via academic license. We are also planning virtual machine releases of the entire suite.  
 
Software Engineering and Sustainability: We package all OGCE software using Apache Maven, which 
enables simple, reproducible builds on the NMI Build and Test System.  Our code is open source licensed 
through SourceForge.  We use SVN for code management. We are in the process of establishing an 
Apache Incubator for the workflow tool suite.  This represents the next logical step for us beyond 
SourceForge.  We believe that the structure of the Apache Software Foundation will give us a path 
towards sustainability as well as larger exposure outside the science gateway community.  

 
Risks and Uncertainties: Gateways are not self-contained and depend on stable cyberinfrastructure to 
provide computing and storage infrastructure.  The uncertainties surrounding the TeraGrid’s transition to 
XD (and general uncertainties in large scale cyberinfrastructure deployments) are a concern to our 
community.   
 
Further Information: The OGCE website is http://www.collab-ogce.org.  News announcements are 
available from the OGCE RSS/Atom feed, http://collab-ogce.blogspot.com/feeds/posts/default.   The 
SourceForge project page is http://sourceforge.net/projects/ogce and the SVN code repository can be 
viewed at http://ogce.svn.sourceforge.net/viewvc/ogce/. Releasable versions of the code are tagged with 
version numbers and form an SVN branch. Packaged versions of tagged major components are 
downloadable directly from our web site and also through SVN.  We schedule two major releases per 
year to coincide with TeraGrid (June) and Supercomputing (November) conferences. 
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